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GCA CHATTOOGA RIVER CLEANUP
by Roger Nott
Saturday, August 24, 2013
GCA's annual Chattooga River Clean-up has been
rescheduled for Saturday, August 24, 2013. We plan to
clean GCA’s adopted section of the Chattooga, Thrift's
Ferry to Bull Sluice, leave the trash at Hwy. 76, and have
an optional recreational paddle to Woodall. If we have
enough volunteers we may split into smaller groups and
clean other sections of the river as well.
We will meet at the river-left, Hwy. 76 parking lot at
9:45 a.m. I'll provide trash bags and refreshments. You
should provide your own boat, but all boaters--kayakers,
C-boaters or rafters - are most welcome, and nonboaters can help with the clean-up at the put-ins and
take-outs.
Our Clean-up was originally scheduled for May 25th, but
we had to postpone it due to high water (2.25) and
consequent low advanced volunteer registration. On our
Chattooga clean-ups we usually spend as much time in
the river as on it. Conditions at the end of August
should be ideal for the task. Bring a face mask if you
fancy diving for cans.
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The GCA has sponsored clean-up trips on popular
Georgia rivers regularly since 1980. We have cleaned
this adopted section of the Chattooga annually since
1990. We encourage all active paddlers to help with at
least one clean-up each year. The GCA and others who
use the Chattooga keep it pretty clean, so that our
Chattooga clean-ups are typically not as difficult as those
on most of the other rivers we clean.
Our clean-up is again co-sponsored by American Rivers
as part of their National River Clean-up Program. They
have provided us with a large supply of trash bags and
help with publicity.
Come join the fun. We need you! For further
information and to register, please contact me, Roger
Nott, at 678-316-4935 and/or at rogernott@att.net.
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CHATTAHOOCHEE RIVER KEEPER OUTINGS FOR 2013
Get Out with CRK!

CRK's Outings Program is not just a diverse way to enjoy the great outdoors – it's a chance to
connect our community to the Chattahoochee River and provide different perspectives on its
value in the everyday lives of Georgians. And at times, it's a chance to give something back to the
river by pulling something out – trash. One part paddle trail, one part hiking trail, one part
camping venue, and one part threatened water source … the Chattahoochee means many things
to many people. Here are some great ways you can get out and find out why.
2013 CRK/CRNRA RIVER DISCOVERY TRIPS
Enjoy any or all of these ranger-led paddle trips within the Chattahoochee River National
Recreation Area. These trips are in partnership with the National Park Service.
July 13, 2013 – Jones Bridge to Island Ford
August 17, 2013 – Morgan Falls to Paces Mill (SUNSET PADDLE)
2013 CAMPING AND PADDLING TRIPS
CRK's camp and paddle trips have become a favorite within our paddling community. Be sure to
mark your calendar and enjoy two nights of camping and two days of paddling in some of the
most gorgeous sections of the Chattahoochee.
July 6-7, 2013 – Headwaters Water Trail Camp and Paddle Trip: Sautee to Mossy Creek
(new rescheduled date!)
October 12-13, 2013 – McIntosh Reserve Camping and Paddling Trip: McIntosh Reserve
to Franklin, GA
2013 PADDLE CLEANUPS
The cleanups below are annual events, but check back frequently as we will add paddle cleanups
throughout the year.
August 10, 2013 – CRK and Trout Unlimited Paddle Cleanup
2013 WATERSHED OUTINGS
August 3, 2013 – Tour Lake Lanier Onboard CRK's Catamaran
See CRK Web site for registration information: http://www.chattahoochee.org/outings.php
The Eddy Line, © 2013 is published bi-monthly as the official newsletter of the Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., publication address: 3060
Pharr Court North, #315, Atlanta, GA 30305. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The Eddy Line, c/o Georgia Canoeing Association, P.O.
Box 7023, Atlanta, GA 30357.
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COMBAT ROLL CLINIC 2013
By Robert Butera

ETOWAH RIVER USER’S GUIDEBOOK
On Sale Now!

A big thanks to Robert Weddle and cohorts (Mike
Winchester, Nick Lilley, Jay Davis ... did I miss anyone?)
for coordinating the combat roll clinic yesterday
(Saturday) on the Tuck. It was a lot of fun, and tiring!
We spent the morning at the lake diagnosing people's
rolls, then headed to the Tuck. We were split in two
groups, and joined up near the end of the trip. It is
very hard to practice combat rolls and get feedback,
without some structure and a decent size group. This
trip did that! Robert did a great job providing feedback
and setting other paddlers up after their runs to be in
place to provide T rescues. I don't know about the other
group, but we only had 2 swims all day due to this setup
(and several T rescues, for which I am thankful!)
We knew it was a good (tiring) day when everyone
started missing rolls - that's when we started heading
down river to the takeout. I personally want to thank
Robert for noticing one aspect of my roll that I think is
critical to my reliability ... and has been missed by past
private instruction. It was a great day for those who
wanted a tune up, or are just learning. I will definitely
attend next year. Finally, Jay Davis provided an
impressive example of a Pawlata roll after multiple failed
roll attempts. Not common in whitewater, but the best
roll is the one that gets you up :)

The first in a series of Georgia River Network
Guidebooks, the “Etowah River User’s Guide,” authored
by Joe Cook and published in cooperation with Coosa
River Basin Initiative, is an appealing and handy look at
the biologically diverse and beautiful Etowah River in
North Georgia. Printed on waterproof paper by the
University of Georgia Press, the book offers a fascinating
history of the area and information valuable for novice
or experienced paddlers as well as fishermen. It also will
help explorers understand the threats facing the river
and what steps can be taken to protect it for future
generations. To purchase your copy, call 706-5494508 or come by the Georgia River Network office.
Price: $21 including tax, $23 including tax and shipping.
Joe Cook is the author of the Georgia River Network
Guidebook series published by the UGA Press, is
coordinator of Georgia River Network’s Paddle Georgia
Event, and the executive director of the Coosa River
Basin Initiative.

Keeping In Touch
To contact GCA, write Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., P.O. Box 7023, Atlanta, GA 30357 .
Group mail: GCA maintains a group email list to help members share information of general interest. To sign up, send and e-mail to
gcalist-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.
Website: Information about GCA, forms (including membership application and GCA waiver form), a link to the GCA Store and links to Eddy
Line advertisers are all at http://www.gapaddle.com.
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PLAYING IN THE NATIONAL PARKS COULD HAVE SERIOUS CONSEQUENCES
So, why don't we do a big clean-up trip on the Metro
Hooch? Read the article below to understand the law
concerning lost propoerty found on NPS property - Mark
Holmberg, Editor

Written by: Douglas Brooks Rohan
Workers' Compensation Lawyer
I was involved in a case last year that made my jaw
drop. Of course, I always have interesting stories to
share based on my experiences in court, but this case left
me shaking my head for days and I knew immediately that
I would share it with my readers. Every year, hundreds of
thousands of individuals flock to our National Parks to
enjoy the great outdoors. Cutting through Cobb County
is the Chattahoochee River National Recreational Area, a
huge National Park lining both sides of the river. We also
have the Kennesaw Mountain National Battlefield in West
Cobb.
In the event you had not thought of this before, any
criminal act in either of these parks is actually a federal
crime, as opposed to a state code violation. This is an
important distinction to make. I am sure you have heard
the cliche “don’t make a federal case out of this” insinuating that you are blowing something out of
proportion and making it far more complex than it needs
to be. Well, let me tell you that a minor transgression on
Federal land creates a whole host of headaches, including
criminalizing things that you would not think are criminal.
In this particular case, two young men came across an
abandoned kayak. There was a name in the kayak, but it
was about as generic as “John Smith”. There was no
phone number, and no registration number. After waiting
a few minutes to see if anyone surfaced in the area that
might claim the vessel, they freed the kayak from its
entanglement and escorted it to the next boat
ramp. They remained at that boat ramp until sunset
waiting for someone to claim the boat. When no one
did, they loaded it up onto their truck and took it home.

Later that night, they placed a listing on Craigslist to sell
the kayak.
Instantly, multiple interested parties
responded. Realizing that they had something that was
perhaps more valuable than they thought, they decided
instead to post a listing in the Lost & Found
section. After several days, no one claimed it. Turns out,
however, that the individual who was missing the kayak
saw the “For Sale” listing but not the “Lost & Found”
listing. Rather than call the young men and claim the
kayak, the individual called the authorities who in turn
notified the Park Ranger.
This is where things get really weird. Instead of
contacting the young men about the kayak for sale and
asking simple questions like, “Where did you get the
Kayak from?” the Park Ranger decided to set up an
undercover sting operation, under the pretense of buying
the “stolen” kayak. The young men had no idea what was
happening as the “bust” went down. They were charged
with a criminal violation of federal statutes related to the
theft of the property.
All this led to some research that exposed important
rules, nay laws, that we should observe while in the
National Parks. Specifically, there is a law on the books
that says ALL FOUND PROPERTY shall be turned in to
the Park Ranger immediately. Failure to do so is, in fact, a
federal crime. The finder can make no effort to try to
identify, locate, or otherwise make others aware that
they have found a potentially lost item. In fact, the law is
written to specifically state that once lost, the property
actually becomes the property of the Federal
government. While understandably, this code section
would seem appropriate when applied to Spanish
Galleons in federal waters or dinosaur bones within our
National Parks, its seems overbearing to apply these same
principals to common, modern day items.
You know that water bottle that you found sitting on the
park bench that looked cute, was the right color, and was
newer than the water bottle you recently lost? Don’t you
even think about taking that home and running it through
the dishwasher in order to keep it for yourself. That’s a
federal crime. You better breathlessly hunt down the
park ranger, send up white smoke, and drag your overly
tired three year-old all over the park trying to find that
one park ranger that is on duty. Failing to do so could
result in serious consequences.
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WHITEWATER WARRIORS AND WARRIORETTS WEEKEND
by Chief Silver Fish (aka Jack Taylor)
This is the first smoke signal for the annual "Whitewater
Warriors and Warriorettes Weekend" (WWW) on the
Tuckaseegee and Nantahala Rivers on August 2-4,
2013. WWW will camp as a “War Party” at the Smoky
Mountain Meadows Campground on Friday night
August 2 and Saturday August 3. Please make your own
reservations at SMMC, 828-488-3672 and ask for
campsites 43-49 (if you prefer other sites that's fine).
A “Scouting Party” will go to dinner in Bryson City both
nights. “Pow-wows” will occur at SMMC for those
braves and bravettes who prefer to have dinner there so
they can get to the firewater quicker. Campfires will
blaze both nights. Bring some firewood if you can. Chief
Silver Wolf (Brannen Proctor) will be the lead campfire
tender… he likes to play with the fire. The theme for
these Pow-wows will be, “Southern Warriorettes really
do have more fun than Northern Warriorettes.”

A "Scouting Raiding Party" will paddle all or some of the
Nantahala River on Friday August 2. (Trip coordinator
needed.)
“Raiding Parties” will paddle both the Tuckaseegee
(Marshall Busko coordinator) and Nantahala Rivers (trip
coordinator needed) on Saturday August 3. Then, at
Saturday night’s campfire Pow-wow we will decide which
river(s) Raiding Parties will paddle on Sunday August 4.
Please give me, Chief Silver Fish, an email or call 770-998
-0350 (so we have an idea who is coming) to join
this (WWW) Weekend. If you cannot camp, but want
to paddle, give me a call shortly before the event to
learn the meeting places and times. Last year's WWW
Weekend succeeded far beyond all expectations and fun
was had by all, just read the trip report at
www.gapaddle.com keywords Whitewater Warrior
Warriorette.
May you be mooned by a pretty full moon.
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MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND 2013
people have your back and keep you safe.
by David Bazemore

It was a beautiful sunny day with temperatures in the
low 70's. We began meeting at the NOC about 11am to
get waivers signed and everyone pointed in the right
direction. Jimmy Jones was our trip coordinator and he
seemed to have his hands full with all the various
paddlers we were running down the river. This was by
far the most diverse group I have had the opportunity to
paddle with.

We had a total of 26 people on Saturday. We had a
group of 4, including Stephen Walker, who were going
down in a raft. A big thanks to Stephen for doing that!
We had 2 people going down in Duckies. We had open
boaters and many kayaks. Talk about diversity on the
river! Most everyone put in at Pattons Run. A few
decided to begin the run below Pattons.

The river was incredibly busy for us. Many people were
enjoying the Nantahala. The GCA was well represented
by many awesome people. Among those were Dan
Brady & John Roberts who took time to help guide
everyone down the river safely. There was even a brief
roll class held along the way. Everyone was working on
skills. From learning to catch an eddy to the proper way
to ferry across the river in both swift water and in
waves.
While everyone in our group made it safely down the
river we encountered other groups who needed help.
Our first encounter was with a small group of kayakers.
One of their members had flipped and gotten hurt. We
were shocked that his group of fellow paddlers didn't
seemed too concerned about him. The poor guy was
ready to hit the road until Jimmy Jones and Brett Russell
went to his aide. Jimmy had his first aide kit with him and
after a few minutes they had him sorted out and ready
to complete his run on the Nanty. This incident helped
solidify why I appreciate paddling with The GCA. Our

We continued our day of paddling, sharing many laughs
and encouraging words to those who were doing so well
on the river. Along our way we encountered people on
stand up paddle boards and it was awesome to see! They
were surfing waves and running river features. Well
down the river as some of us were sitting in billboard
eddy one of the guys on a stand up paddle board came
slipping in along side us making it look so easy. After a
moment he was off to run the falls and to my
amazement he ran the falls upright! Very cool!
We came upon some natural born river runners during
the day. A duck with her group of little ones was
paddling along & surfing waves with much style. As
always the scenery was beautiful! Looking out at the
Smokies as you float along or just admiring the trees
sitting along the river bank quickly remove every care in
the world from your mind.

After we made it to concrete beach many decided to
take a run at the falls. Many comments had been made
giving pointers on how to have a successful run and
believe me people listened. It was great seeing people
smile and yell as they made the run upright. Even those
who swam, like myself, had a great time of it. However I
just couldn't let well enough alone. After emptying my
boat I carried it to the observation platform. I just
watched others running the falls until I thought I had it
down. I went back to concrete beach and had another
run at it. This time I got to join those who were smiling
and yelling!

I heard many talk about how much fun they had that day.
I'm just glad I could be a part of a fantastic group. Thanks
to people like Stephen McLaughlin who helped run
safety, the encouraging help of Dan Brady & John
Roberts, as well as our trip coordinator Jimmy Jones the
day was wonderful! We hope to see everyone again on
the river very soon.
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JUNE CANOE CLUB CHALLENGE RESULTS

UNOFFICIAL CCC POINT TOTALS
GCA - 66
GDI - 14
NRC - 12
CCC - 9
YPT - 3

REMAINIG CCC DATES
July 20, 2013
August 17, 2013—Southeastern Downriver Race

June Slalom Results

June Down River Results
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KNOWING WHEN TO WALK: BALANCING KAYAKING RISK AND REWARD
by Leland Davis—NRS Web site

I leaned out over the edge, craning my neck to catch a glimpse
of the landing zone forty feet below my perch. At full
extension I could see the spray exploding outward where the
rightmost portion of the flow impacted a rock, but I couldn’t
make out the size or configuration of the obstacle. I resisted
the urge to lean farther forward lest I tumble over the
precipice and research the extent of the rock up-close at high
velocity.
The view of my desired line was even more troubling. The lip
of the drop was chunky, with the potential to kick my bow up.
There would be no smooth roll from horizontal to vertical on
this one; I would have to carefully dictate the boat angle with
my body positioning. What’s more, there was a curl of water
that would surely envelop me as I dropped, preventing any
possibility of spotting the landing in order to set my boat angle
or avoid the rock. At more than thirty feet of freefall, a flat
landing could spell disaster for my spine even if I landed in
deep water. I tried not to think about the two excellent
boaters that I knew had broken their backs on this falls, and
instead focused on what I was trying to accomplish. I had
wanted to run this “Big Boy” for more than a decade.

My first venture back to the fabled Raven Fork in several years
had been a great day so far. I was boating confidently and well,
styling more than a half-dozen solid class V rapids that had
pushed me – at least my mental stamina, if not my technical
skills – on a few past trips. This day my heart rate was steady,
my mind cool and clear. I was focused on keeping myself in a
positive and relaxed frame of mind for this challenge. All of the
conditions were right – my mindset, the water level, the safety
crew, the weather – everything had converged to bring me to
this horizon line with the perfect circumstances for success.
My desire to huck was at a fever pitch; this was the moment I
had been waiting for.
After watching another member of my party run the drop, I
looked at the lip again for a couple of tense moments, wishing
for something to materialize that would give me the
confidence that I could nail the line. The more I looked, the
less I liked what I saw—or more accurately, what I couldn’t
see: the line. It wasn’t the height of the drop that bothered
me; I’ve run plenty of taller ones. Taken by themselves, the
rocks around the landing zone weren’t a huge worry either; I
was confident that I could miss them. The shape of the lip was
of some concern, but I felt I had enough experience to get my
bow down.
The curl of water bothered me, though. It would obscure my
view as I fell, meaning I would have to set my angle and miss
the rock without any visual cues. It would be a leap of faith:
faith in my ability to read the line, to be in the right place, and
to set the correct angle over a difficult lip, all completely blind.
I took all of those variables and plugged them into an equation
that contained my skillset plus my desire to run the falls on
one side, and on the other side the difficulty plus the possible
negative outcomes from a mistake: a flat landing, rock
impact—the very real possibility of a broken back. Desire was
obviously running high. So were the consequences. The drop
was also very heavy on the difficulty. I have a lot of skills—
certainly enough to nail the line, miss the rocks, and set my
boat angle. Unfortunately, I wasn’t absolutely secure in my
ability to do all of those things simultaneously and blind 100%
of the time. I just didn’t see the line.
The scales teetered, then tipped. I looked down at my crew
who were poised below for safety and gave them the finger
across the throat sign, followed quickly by the walking fingers.
Today was not the day. I reluctantly shouldered my boat.
Assuming proper safety and conditions,
IF (Skills + Desire) < (Difficulty + Consequences) THEN
Portage

Leland scouting Big Boy. ©Chris Stafford

Knowing when to run a rapid and when to walk around is one
of the most difficult things to master in whitewater. Erring on
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the conservative side can impose false limits on where you can
paddle and cause stagnation of your skills, interest, and growth
as a boater. Erring in the bolder direction can cause
discouragement, injury, or even death. For some, this decision
-making process is part of the core of why they paddle; for
others, having to frequently make this difficult choice can
interfere with their fun.
In the beginning of your paddling career, you make this choice
all the time, because all rivers and rapids are new to you.
However, the stakes are usually fairly low, which tends to
compensate for the lack of skills on the other side of the
equation. Desire is generally high at this stage—you’re eager
to gain the skills to get to that next river or rapid. Your ability
to identify the hazards is also low, which tends to skew the
equation in favor of going for it.
The more you paddle and the harder the rapids that you
attempt, the more the “don’t go” side of the equation stacks
up. Experience has taught you to see the dangers and know
the consequences. Eventually, there’s a lot more than just
your pride, your gear, and the indignity of chugging a sandy
bootie beer at stake. It becomes a life and death game. Any
discussion of how best to play that game should start with the
question of whether this is even a game you want to play.
Enter the wild-card variable—the random coefficient that
makes everyone’s equation unique: fun.

plug fun into the run/walk equation. When all else is close
to equal and your mind is whipping back and forth on a
seesaw between “I should walk this beast,” and “I know I
can do it,” fun can be the deciding factor that pushes you
one way or the other. Thinking back to my decision at Big
Boy, I have to say that fun played a significant part. I could
have run the rapid and would most likely have stuck the
line; and if presented with the same circumstances earlier
in my boating career, I probably would have tried it. In the
past, walking away from a drop that I knew I could run
has left me with regrets. However, on this day sticking
that line felt more like work than fun, and I was content
with my decision to walk away.
The good news is that Big Boy will still be there when I
run the Raven Fork in the future, and one day the stars
might align and the equation will work out in favor of me
running it. In the meantime, I can work on adding skills to
the positive side of the equation – perhaps by running
some easier/smaller drops with my eyes closed to
practice setting my angle blind. Perhaps next time I will
have enough confidence in that part of my abilities that
the line will become obvious to me, and the execution
fun. I will have grown as a boater. And that’s part of the
secret to progressing: when you walk away from a rapid
that you have a large desire to run, think of it not as a
failure to perform, but as an opportunity to identify what
skills you need to gain to make a rapid not only runnable,
but fun for you. We can sometimes learn more from
walking away than we do from running a rapid – it’s all
part of the game.

About Leland Davis

Styling Mortal Kombat. ©Nick Murphy
The first question to ask yourself is, “do I derive fun or some
deeper value from making life-and-death decisions on the
river?” It’s perfectly OK if your answer is, “no.” Simply choose
rivers that you know well, where the decisions of what to
walk and what to run have already been made, or spend your
exploratory days on easier, unfamiliar rivers. There is
absolutely nothing wrong with that, and it’s what I choose
much of the time.
If that decision-making challenge is fun for you or if your
passion is running new and different rivers, I suggest you also

I’m an incorrigible whitewater addict and river gypsy,
writer, and photographer. Whether for a day on a
backyard kayak run, a week on a wilderness raft trip, or a
months-long road trip across an entire continent, there’s
nothing that makes me more happy than total immersion
in the paddling lifestyle – when the flow of the river,
friends, and the wildness around me compress the world
into blissfully pure moments of NOW. I often live in a van
down by the river with my wife Andria and our dog
Hudson, and we write whitewater guidebooks to help put
fuel in the tank. See rivergypsies.com for more of what
we do. Check out Leland's Team NRS profile.
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TUESDAY, PLAYING HOOKY PADDLE
by Jimmy Jones
March 15, 2013
It all began with a simple posting in our local Central
Georgia River Network Facebook group that Bryan
Bonner is off on Tuesdays after 12 and if anyone could
work in a paddle that would be good. After a few replies
and messages, we decided to do the Flint River. Tony
Butler stepped up as he has made several passes through
the Hwy 36 to Po Biddy Road section and offered to
lead. This is the section that has the Class 3 Yellow
Jacket Shoals on it. I had run this section once before
and it was a boney 7.5 feet and seeing that it was at 8.75
feet on yesterday was really excited to see it with water.
Mark Brown lives not that far away from it and as he had
never run the section was happy with the prospect of
seeing it. I called Larry Tomlinson and told him the plans
knowing that he had talked about running this section,
but the water was never at a good level. After hearing
the level he said he would be there.
Larry met me at my business and we met Tony at his
house and proceeded to Po Biddy Road, which I heard
was named that after someone's chicken was run over.
We met Mark and Bryan at the Po Biddy Bridge which is
being reconstructed. We had to wait for the road crew
to blow out straw at the takeout but that gave us time
to change and get equipment shuffled around. We drove
to the put in at Hwy 36 and got everyone in the river.
After a short distance we got a chance to warm up in
some nice boogie water. Then we paddled down
towards the right side of an island that had a significant
horizon line past it.

reached the main event. Larry, Mark and myself went
farther right than Tony and Bryan. We ended up going
down a rocky slide that was out of water at lower flows.
The main drop looked like it had a pretty big hole at the
bottom that was pretty beefy. Not knowing the exact
path to get to it in the middle of the wide river
prevented us from getting over to it but we saw it from
the bottom and it was impressive. We also didn’t know
if some wood had washed into it after the higher levels
and decided to not run it. After the main drop the river
has enough gradient to make for some read and run fun
stuff. We came upon this one ledge that had a nice
gentle looking hole to surf in, and we did. I was
impressed that Larry got side surfed in that hole with an
XP10 and showed us his boat handling skills as he had to
work his way out. On the way to Po Biddy Bridge we
did some surfing, practiced basic moves and had a great
time. The rain held off till we made it off the river. Was
a great “not at work” paddle.

2013 ICF CANOE FREESTYLE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
Fron the NOC Web site:
September 2-8, 2013
Freestyle kayaking's gala event combines world-class
paddling and family activities. As top freestyle paddlers
from around the world compete on the new 2013
Wave, spectators will be able to enjoy raft races, arts
and crafts, live music, and Appalachian Heritage Festival.

After working our way through some smaller stuff, we
Views and opinions expressed in articles and editorials are those of the writer and do not necessarily represent the official views
and policies of the club. Material not individually designated as copyrighted may be disseminated only by paddling organizations
having a newsletter exchange agreement with GCA: proper credit should be given. Publication of paid advertisements does not
constitute an endorsement of the products or services advertised.
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By William Gatling
GCA President
GCA Secretary
Francheska Barreto has resigned her position as GCA
Secretary effective May 19. The term of her office would have
expired October 2013.
From the GCA bylaws Article 5, Section 4. Officers elected at
the annual fall membership meeting shall assume office
immediately. Vacancies which occur between annual fall
meetings shall be filled by the Board upon a two-thirds vote at
a meeting with a quorum present.
At the June board meeting, Tyler Southern volunteered to
serve and, with the approval of the GCA board, has been
elected Secretary to fill the remaindered of this term.

All About The Eddy Line
The Eddy Line, the official GCA newsletter, is available in print
or pdf format. To subscribe, contact Ed Schultz at
404.266.3734 or heloeddy@mindspring.com, or mail your
request to P.O. Box 7023, Atlanta, GA 30357.
Submissions/Advertising: All submissions and advertising
should be
sent
to
The Eddy Line,
at:
the_eddyline@yahoo.com.
Deadline: The deadline for all submissions, classified ads and
commercial ads is the 15th of the previous month (e.g. August
15 for the September/October issue).

SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS
The GCA web site now features a "GCA Supporters"
web page with links to those who support GCA
financially by advertising in The Eddy Line. Help those
who help us — patronize our advertisers. And when
you do, let them know you saw their Eddy Line ad and
appreciate their support. Thanks!

The purpose of the GCA is to have fun and promote safety while
paddling.

GEORGIA CANOEING ASSOCIATION, INC.
Post Office Box 7023
Atlanta, Georgia 30357

WE’RE ON THE WEB:
www.gapaddle.com

GCA is a member-operated paddling club with over 800 family and corporate
memberships comprising more than 2000 Individuals. Canoeists and Kayakers of all
ages and paddling abilities are equally welcome. Some of our mutual interests include
whitewater river running, creeking and playboating, river and lake touring, sea kayaking,
paddle camp outs and competition and racing activities. We espouse conservation,
environmental and river access issues as well as boating safety and skills
development. Group paddling, training and social activities of all kinds are conducted
throughout the year thanks to the volunteer efforts of our many members and
friends. Membership is NOT limited to Georgia residents.

